
                                     Cretan Stitch 

Basics 

Cretan stitch is simpler if you imagine it as having two parts to each stitch and worked on a grid. 

The shape of the stitch will be different depending on how far apart the top and bottom rows are, 

how close to those rows the ‘catching’ stitch is, and how close the stitches are spaced. 

Mark some dots at equal distances apart. These ones are at opposite corners of a 6 x 6 hole square. I 

drew the first dot on the top right, then counted down 5 holes, then across 5 then drew another dot. 

Then up 5, across 5; down 5, across 5 etc. 

                            

The first part of the stitch is to push it through to the back and the second part is to come back 

through to the front ‘catching’ the thread behind in a cross over motion as the next stitch is sewn. 

 

1. Bring the needle through at the top right dot. 

                                   



2. Push the needle through to the back, and come back through to the front. For this example, the 

stitch comes back through on the next hole. Make sure the thread is under the needle. 

                     

 

3. Pull the thread through, it will be ‘under’ the first part of the stitch. 

                 

 



4. Move the thread across to the other side, keeping it to the left of each stitch. 

                     

 

5. Repeat the stitch on the top row, pushing the needle through at the dot, and back to the front on 

the next hole. Keep the thread under the needle. 

              

 



6. Two completed stitches 

                 

 

7. Continue along the row. I finished this by going through to the back 1 hole below the dot, coming 

out at the dot, then going back through 1 hole below. 

                   

 



Variation 1 

As mentioned earlier, the shape of the Cretan stitch will be different depending on how far apart the 

top and bottom rows are, how close to those rows the ‘catching’ stitch is, and how close the stitches 

are spaced. 

1. On some scrap fabric, mark two lines for the top and bottom rows 

                            

 

2. Then mark two lines for where the ‘catching’ stitch rows will be, make these the same distance 

apart from the top and bottom rows (Mine are a bit wonky, I know  ) 

                        



3. Now draw some lines downwards to mark how far apart the stitches will be 

                        

4. I started this a little differently, to try to mimic the shape created by the catching stitch. There’s 

probably a correct way of doing this, but I haven’t worked that out. I brought the needle out on the 

second line, pushed through to the back at the top, then came out next to where I first started. 

             

Then I continued as usual. 

    



5. At the end of the row, to secure the stitch in shape, I pushed the needle back through on the other 

side of the stitch. 

                     

 

Variation 1:  

                 

 



Variation 2 

For a taller narrower stitch, space the second rows nearer to the top and bottom rows: 

                         

And bring the columns closer together 

                           

       Variation 2:                

                           

 

 



Closed Cretan Stitch 

For this variation, the stitches are right next to each other, but it’s the exact same motion of pushing  

through to the back and coming back through to the front ‘catching’ the thread behind in a cross over 

motion as the next stitch is sewn. 

1. Draw 4 lines, spaced equally apart. Bring the needle through at the top right, push through to the 

back and come back through to the front, keeping the thread to the left 

                                         

 

Make sure the needle comes out to the right of the thread 

 

     

 



2. Keeping the thread to the left, repeat the stitch on the top row, pushing the needle through right 

next to the first stitch and back to the front on the next row. Keep the thread under the needle. 

 

                     

 

 

3. Continue along the rows, starting each stitch next to the previous one 

       

 

 



Variation 3 

Try filling in a simple shape 

                                            

Space the stitches as close or as far as you like 

                                   

When it got too difficult to do the Cretan, I finished with straight stitches. 

                                


